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the thermal imaging camera shows: compared to 

a conventional thermostat in this price segment 

(top image), heat development at the casing of the 

HANSAUNITA  thermostat (bottom image) is 

reduced considerably thanks to the short flow of 

hot water.

It ensures you are warm – but remains cool to the touch:  

the THERMO COOL  function of the new HANSAUNITA 

thermostat makes showering a real pleasure. Installation of  

the temperature controller on the left-hand side ensures a  

short flow of hot water, resulting in the metal casing staying 

cool to the touch. 

the water remains at a pleasant temperature, just like the body 

of the thermostat: Preset to a temperature of 38°c, an additional 

safety lock prevents unwanted hot surges of water.

conventional thermostat

HANSAUNITA

-60%

eco
 consumes up to 60% less water and energy.  

 
extremely quiet. fitting complies with the strict

 conditions under noise protection class 1.  

 thermostat is suitable for thermal disinfection. 
›70˚C

 this is particularly important for public or large-scale facilities.

 our thermostats offer maximum safety38°
 with protection against scalding.

 THERMO COOL. Improved safety – the housing of the  
 fittings conducts minimal heat. 

MiNiMAliSt deSig N.
MA xiMuM SAfet y.
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the short adjustment time helps to save energy, and water 

consumption can also be very easily reduced via an individu-

ally adjustable stop ring. Switching to the full flow rate 

occurs via the water volume saving button. 

the simple operation of HANSAUNITA  is reflected in its 

minimalist design. Its modern, cylindrical form is perfectly 

complemented by the precisely defined edge radii and an 

extremely slim diameter of just 38 mm. 

your advantage: HANSAUNITA can be universally applied 

and wonderfully combined with various bathroom interiors 

– individually, with a directly connected shower system or a 

HANSAVIVA wall bar set. It is an excellent complement to 

our products, in particular those of the HANSA|Home 

segment – not least due to the attractive price.

Some like it hot:  

the 38°c safety lock can be deactivated 

quickly and easily at the push of a button.

MiNiMAliSt deSig N.
MA xiMuM SAfet y.
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Its slender, universal design and cool exterior, the numerous combination options and the excellent price/performance ratio make 

HANSAUNITA  the perfect entry-level thermostat for modern bathrooms.

coNtrollAble. combINAble. 

HANSAUNITA.
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Hansa Head Office 

  

Hansa Metallwerke aG

sigmaringer str. 107

70567 stuttgart

Germany

Tel.: +49 711 1614 0

Fax: +49 711 1614 368

info@hansa.de

www.hansa.com HANSA – AlwAyS tHere for you.

HansaUNITA
Shower thermostat mixer, 
DN 15 (G 1/2) 
5813 0101 chrome 

HansaUNITA
Shower thermostat mixer, 
DN 15 (G 1/2) 
Centre distance: 120 mm,
only available in nL
5813 0301 chrome

HansaUNITA
Shower thermostat mixer, 
DN 15 (G 1/2) 
without s-connections
5813 0001 chrome 

HansaUNITA
Shower thermostat 
mixer, DN 15 (G 1/2) 
with directly connected 
shower system
5814 9103 chrome

HansaUNITA
Renovation set
with HansaVIVA  wall bar 
set 900 mm  
(4415 0130)
4813 0131 chrome

HansaUNITA
Renovation set
with HansaVIVA  wall bar 
set 600 mm  
(4416 0110)
4813 0121 chrome

HansaUNITA
Renovation set
with HansaVIVA  wall bar 
set 600 mm  
(4416 0110), without 
s-connections
4813 0021 chrome

Thermostat

shower system

HansaUNITA
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